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The City of Rome From Foundation to Imperial Times:

Foundation and Early-Mid Republic
Rome (Italian Peninsula):

- was 24km from the sea, and therefore had good connections had commerce

- was in a region called Latinum (this is where the word “Latin” comes from)

- To the south was the Magna Graecia

- Via Salaria = an ancient road to transport salt

- was a great location for a city because of its great natural resources (tuff)

- Tuff was one of the main stones used in building the city

The 7 Hills of Rome:

- Aventine

- Caelian

- Capitoline

- Esquiline

- Palatine

- Quirinal

- Viminal

Livy (Book: Ab urbe Condita):

- End of the 1st century AD

- used information from earlier writers, whi� are now lost

- wrote about the Regal period, and Early Rome

- Regal period = 753-569 BC

- referred to the creation of buildings in Rome as the city grew and demands on its public and

religious functions increased

- Early Rome:

- From the end of the war of Aeneas and the Trojan War

- Foundation of Rome: the myth of Romulus and Remus

- The reign of ea� king
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*Palatine Hill:

- Earliest huts: House of Romulus

- Republic Houses: Governing Class

- House of Augustus

- Domus Augustana (a.k.a: Domitian Place)

- Imperial Palaces

The Imperial Fora:

- Big open space delimited by colonnades and walls

- Ri� decoration and expensive materials as marble

- Multipurpose area: political, religious, social, and economic

- Prominent space: temple, basilica, etc

- Imperial propaganda

Forum Lulium:

- was connected to the Curia

- Rectangular shape

- Double colonnaded porticus

- Tabernae

- Equestrian statue

- Temple of Venus Genetrix

Forum of Augustus:

- was the second of the Imperial fora

- Colonnade and exedra

- Temple of Mars Ultor

- Statue of Augustus in a triumphal �ariot

- Augustan propaganda: Ri� symbolism to glorify the emperor

- Sculptural groups in the porticus: Romulus and Aeneas (they are the mythical founders of the Forum

of Augustus) and summi viri (famous Republic Romans)

Temple of Mars Ultor:

- Central stairway and podium (opus caementicium + marble)

- Corinthian order

- Apsidal temple: statues of Mars, Venus, Eros, and Divus lulius

- Peripteros sine prostico (columns in 3 of the faces)
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Pompeii

Pompeii:

- was initially a settlement in the 6th century BC

- was a prosperous commercial and farming centre

- was a Samnite city in the 5th century BC

- 290 BC = Rome conquered Campania

- became a colony of veterans (Sulla) after the Social War in 80 BC

- 62 AD = a massive earthquake

- 79 AD = the Vesuvius volcano erupts

- Excavations occurred from the 18th century onwards

● Roman civil ideal: Elites competing to run the city

- Benefactors of the city (public games and buildings)

Forum of Pompeii:

- Statues of prominent citizens

- Square with colonnades

- Temple of Jupiter (+ Junus and Minerva after the 1st century BC)

- Temple of Apollo

- Civic buildings

- Comitium

- Basilica

- At the intersection of 2 streets there was often a forum

- Imperial cult:

- Temple of Genius August I (Temple of Vespasian)

- Sanctuary of the Public Lares

- Commercial buildings:

- Macellum

- Euma�ia's building

- was a centre of political and commercial activities

- Basilica, macellum (market), comitium

- had a ceremonial space:

- Temple of Apollo

- Imperial cult

- Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus
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Possible Questions for the Exam

1. What does the term civitas (pl. civitates) mean? Explain its main �aracteristics.

- Civitas = self-governing civic community

- Oppidum/Urbs

- Ager/Territorium

- Tax collection

- Administration of justice

2. Mention the juridical status that cities could have in the Roman Empire. Whi� were their main

�aracteristics?

- Civitas stipendiaria:

- Tribute-paying communities (stipendium)

- Most inhabitants were non-Roman-citizens (peregrini)

- Local law and political traditions

- Municipium:

- Politically and culturally more advanced (in Roman terms)

- Local law and political traditions (Roman influence)

- Latin rights or Roman citizenship

- Colonies:

- Veteran soldiers/Urban poor

- Roman organization model and Roman law

- Roman citizenship

- *Only the emperor could promote cities

- *Local elite sent embassies

3. Classify the urban society of the provincial cities from lower to upper status.

- Local Elite:

- Magistrates = duo viri (quinquennales), aediles, quaestores

- Priests = pontifices, auures, flamines

- Ordo decurionum

- Intermediate Group: Augustales or VI viri Augustales and apparitores

- Lower Group: plebs, freedmen…etc

- Slaves
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5. What were the collegia and how were they organized?

- Collegia:

- were associations of men based on an occupation, religious cult or neighbourhood

★ Ex = builders and carpenters (collegium fabri tignariorum), bakers (collegium pistorum),

wine-mer�ants (collegium vinanorium)...

- Rome and provincial cities

- Freeborn and freedmen were allowed (sometimes slaves too)

- Dedications to emperors, organization of burials (collegia funeraticia), social activities…

- Administration of the collegia followed Romans models of civic organization (magistrates,

quinquennales, decuriones…)
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Digital Rome: New Digital Resources for the Study of the City in the Roman World
Some Digital Resources and Projects:

- Mapping systems and geography

- Virtual reconstructions, 3D digitalization and virtual reality

- Corpora of ancient sources:

- Epigraphic sources

- Written sources

- Ar�aeological sources

Websites and Databases for Studying Rome:

- CIL (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum)

- Epigraphic Database Heidelberg

- Epigraphik-Datenbank Clauss-Slaby

- Roman Inscriptions of Britain

- ADOPIA (Atlas Digital Onomastique de la Peninsule Iberique Antique)

- Perseus Digital Library

- Fasti Online

- Insula of the Member at Pompeii and Pompeian Households

- Forma Urbis

- Stanford Libraries-The Urban Legacy of Ancient Rome

- Pleides

- Pelagios Commons

- Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire

- Digital Augustan Rome

- ORBIS: The Stanford Geospatial Network Model of the Roman World

- Ancient Graffiti Project

- Virtual Reconstruction

- Hadrian Villa Project

- Art of Making

- Europeana

● IVLIVS = “Julius”
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18. What was the civic role of women in the western provincial cities? Could they receive the same public

honours as men in their cities

- Women could have a prominent role in local civic life

- Several roles attested (and sometimes combined):

- Civic benefactresses

- Priestesses

- Patronesses

- “Mothers” of cities or collegia

19. Whi� were the main benefactions of the emperors Diocletian and Constantine in the city of Rome in

the Late Empire? What was the attitude of the Roman emperors towards Rome and its public buildings

after the capital was moved to Constantinople?

- The main benefactions of the emperor Diocletian and Constantine:

- Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine

- Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli

- Baths of Diocletian

- Rome’s public buildings had sporadic visits of the emperors to Rome

- Some emperors were impressed

- The imperial family only made short stays to the imperial palaces in the Palatine

- Imperial regulations were made to avoid the destruction of public buildings

20. Why are the colossal statue of Constantine and the ar� of Constantine examples of the mixture of

elements of classical and late antiquity art styles?

- Colossal Statue of Constantine:

- Graeco-Roman style

- Late antiquity style elements:

- Body proportions are squat

- People are not shown as individuals but as types

- Rigid composition (emperor in the centre)

- Late antique elements:

- Eyes

- Geometric form of the hair

- Non-realistic
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